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ARCHIVES AS MEMORY
Archives can be thought of  in many different ways – they may be photos, letters, diaries, official records, 
monuments, databases and other documents. But archives are also people’s memories, personal anecdotes, 
and shared histories and find expression through artworks that can re-inscribe the past in new and different 
ways.
This comic describes the story of  a family forced to flee from their home to a new place. Their background 
is not fully defined, nor is it clear what happens to some of  the characters the reader meets within the 
story. Such perilous journeys often mean that valued belongings and possessions must be left behind. 
What happens to their lives, their stories, and their archives in such circumstances?
Archives signal an end and beginning – by containing the past, they also gesture to the future – and to the 
unfolding of  life in its many guises.
This comic is dedicated to displaced persons around the world and the journeys they have been compelled 
to take. It takes inspiration from the work of  Dr Dima Saber and Professor Paul Long and their work on 
crowd-sourced citizen archives from Syria.
Thanks to everyone who helped bring this comic together.





PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
Writing about archives creates an archive of  its own. Rather than render these records invisible, the process 
pages that follow show earlier versions of  the script, thumbnail sketches, and other edits and drafts that led to 
the final version.
THUMBNAILS
SKETCH
After the general layout is 
established from the thumbnails, 
sketching the individual panels 
begins. This helps others 
understand the drawings and if  
any changes need done it’s clearer 
to communicate between artist 
and client.
INKS
When the initial composition is 
approved, inking begins. This can 
be done with pen and paper or 
digitally. The entire comic was 
digitally drawn from start to finish.
COLOUR
For this comic the colours were 
applied digitally and some details 
were painted over the top of  the 
inks layer for a more painterly 
effect. 
Thumbnails are the first step in composing a comic. These are small, rough versions of  how the finished 
comic will look. They help give a sense of  flow between panels and an idea of  the basic panel composition. 
The development of  page two after the thumbnailing stage is further explained below as an example.
NOTES
Throughout the whole process notes are made on 
changes to colour, dialogue, composition and details 
because it is very hard to get it right the first time 
around, if  not impossible. Physical notes on paper 
also help with continuity, if  something is changed 
that needs to be consistent later on the parts that need 
changing can be circled for future notice. 
The notes have created a record of  every version of  
the comic there’s been, from slight to major changes. 
These are a few examples of  notes made on the 
cover, page two and page 3. Page 3 is particularly 
interesting as the final panel was removed and the 
panels involving recording of  archive destruction 
were reordered and reframed towards the end of  the 
project for a different inflection and clearer meaning 
within the narrative.
COVER PAGE
Montage arrangement of  items from the story – teddy bear 
(with new arm), framed photograph of  grandparents, mother’s 
painting, letters tied up – perhaps sitting in the suitcase the 
family travels with, with an iPhone sitting alongside (and outside 
of ?) the suitcase. 
PAGE ONE
Panel 1
Long panel taking up the width of  the page. Show OED entry 
for ‘archive’ – with the definitions (as noun and as a verb) 
highlighted in the style of  Alison Bechdel’s diary entries in Fun 
Home. Close up on the page: 
 Archive:-
 noun: a collection of  historical documents or records providing 
 information about a  place, institution, or group of  people.
 verb: to place or store (something) in an archive.
Caption 1: The Oxford English Dictionary defines ‘archive’ as 
both a noun and a verb. 
Caption 2: This comic is about archives, and how they may be 
created.
Panel 2
A library type setting, showing a shelf  of  books, and ranks of  
files, like we might see at the National Archives, with a computer 
closer to the foreground showing a catalogue on the screen. On 
the table next to the computer, draw some USBs, along with 
an external hard drive. Show some newspapers/periodicals in a 
display shelving unit in the mid-ground. 
Caption 1: Archives can take many different forms…
Caption 2: …composed of  official records…
Panel 3
Montage panel divided showing the elements depicted in 
captions 1 and 2 (below). 
Caption 1: …stored in museums, online, data banks/servers…
Caption 2: …as well as in personal records.
Panel 3
Montage panel divided showing the elements depicted in 
captions 1 and 2 (below). 
Caption 1: …stored in museums, online, data 
banks/servers…
Caption 2: …as well as in personal records
 
Panel 4
Long panel taking up the width of  the page with cascading 
tiles falling ‘outward’: in the main panel show a woman taking 
photographs of  a group of  friends, and a young woman 
recording what looks like a scene of  violence on his phone. In 
the cascading tiles, show files being uploaded, downloaded, 
show progress bar, etc. 
Caption: Some archives are easier to maintain than others…
PAGE TWO
Panel 1
A family of  four (2 parents, boy and girl maybe 4 and 6 years 
old respectively) is seated around a table, talking and having tea. 
They look happy. The girl is holding a teddy bear of  some kind, 
or placing it on the table. The teddy bear looks a little worn 
here. On a mantelpiece behind them, there is a partly damaged 
photograph in a frame – showing one set of  grandparents. Next 
to the frame is a stack of  letters, tied up with a ribbon, as well as 
books that look well-worn. 
Panel 2
Zoom onto the girl picking the teddy bear up/out of  box. The 
bear’s fur is shiny and in brand new condition – story has moved 
back in time by 3 years. 
Panel 3
Zoom out again to reveal that it’s the girl’s birthday, she and 
her family (without her little brother), and including the 
grandmother, are gathered round a different living room (with 
a different atmosphere to the living room in Panel 1). She is 
showing the bear to her grandmother. She wears a badge that 
says ‘I’m 3 today’. There is a window with views to the outside. 
Through the frame, a white-ish buiding like the Dundee 
courthouse is visible.
Panel 4
Switch to exterior view, this time showing a residential area 
(45 degree crane shot), with some smoke in the background, 
showing that a threat/war has commenced. The courthouse is 
visible amongst the houses, and other buildings. 
Panel 5
Long panel that takes up the rest of  the page with three smaller 
panels (inset).
Show the family, now panicked, grabbing belongings in the 
front room of  their house with the front door is open. From the 
window, smoke, and storm clouds create a sense of  foreboding 
– courthouse has sandbags/debris scattered around it. Have 
three inset panels, showing each of  the family members 
‘grabbing’ an item: Father grabs a suitcase, Mother grabs the 
stack of  letters, and photos, Girl grabs bear. The photograph 
at the top of  the pile will be the same as the one sitting on the 
mantelpiece, above.
ARCHIVES AS MEMORY – SCRIPT
PAGE THREE
Panel 1
Shows family getting into a car, perhaps with an early morning 
atmosphere?
Panel 2
Takes up the full width of  the page. Now it’s daytime, though 
there are dark patches here and there caused by smoke. Reader 
is now encountering a war zone (maybe using Balkan region 
as a guide) with beautiful museum facades being destroyed on 
a main street, with natural monuments shelled. Crane shot 
perspective on this scene – a bit like Sacco, the streets look 
deserted. 
Panel 3
Another panel showing family getting out of  the car in a non-
descript location, in a furtive manner. A darkened sky sets the 
ominous tone, and establishes the passing of  time in relation to 
the family’s journey. 
NB: the panel arrangement for 1 – 3 would take up around half  
a page: 
Panel 4
A full width panel, no borders, with montage elements 
arranged in a non-linear arrangement. The panel depicts with 
a ‘closed’ sign across the door. A computer screen showing 
data being wiped by a virus (indicated by skull and crossbones), 
and personal files being discarded after a death – perhaps by 
someone administering the estate (i.e. not a family member). 
Paper documents being shredded. Also show a woman recording 
a scene of  destruction on her phone. This is also a montage 
sequence, and maybe in the background, there could be a 
bomb explosion on a building to show the active destruction of  
archives/artefacts?
 
Panel 5
Show the family waiting in a queue with other refugees, with a 
border crossing in the distance (and official looking personnel – 
if  possible to fit them in). Show the same woman from Panel 4 
also in the queue. 
Panel 6
The family now speaks to official looking people (i.e. border 
police), looking exhausted, their belongings are clearly visible, 
especially the girl with her bear (to show the passage of  archives 
between borders/crossings). Some of  the photos/letters are 
have been dropped and are being blown away – this can bleed 
over into the space of  the gutter and kind of  fade out?
PAGE FOUR
Panel 1
Full width panel. Show the same city, with lots of  ruins, but 
also showing signs of  regeneration. Show some trees from the 
first city-scape taller in this one to show the passage of  time. 
Show the courthouse with a banner, ‘Opening Soon’, tied be-
tween two of  its columns. This scene is meant to get the reader 
thinking about the space of  the city/physical spaces as a form 
of  archive. 
Caption: Some archives can be rebuilt… 
Panel 2
Show the same woman who was also a refugee uploading the 
video at an internet café (she may have been processed but 
not necessarily ending up in the same place as the family). She 
wears the same scarf  as in the previous drawing of  her. The 
screen should show a still from the video – violent scene of  
conflict, being uploaded onto Twitter. 
Panel 3 
Show the video being picked up as a news story (this shows the 
same still, now framed as part of  news story online)
Caption: …and find new audiences.
Panel 4
Show the family arriving at a new home in an undisclosed lo-
cation. Their faces look worn and sorrowful, but with visible 
relief. The scene shows them looking up at a new home as they 
stand outside. Girl looking at her bear, which is now missing an 
arm, and the shoulder has stuffing coming out. She looks sad/
teary. 
Panel 5
Show the girl, a bit older now, stitching a new arm onto her 
bear. The arm is made of  the same fabric as the woman’s scarf  
who was previously filming and in the queue. Girl looks happy. 
She is sitting at a table with her mother as she does this. Her 
mother appears thoughtful, as she looks at letters and/or pho-
tographs (they are scattered close by her on the table). 
Caption: New materials can be added to established archives, 
to help piece together different stories.
PAGE FIVE 
Panel 1 (half  a page)
Show the mother looking more relaxed, and painting. She is 
painting a fresh version of  a damaged photograph (the one 
of  the grandparents), and the painting is in bright colours. 
The photograph sits next to the painting on an easel, 
showing the contrast between old and new. This image 
could be without borders, to convey an expansive sense of  a 
new life/opportunities and creativity. 
Panel 2
Mother hanging the finished painting on the wall with 
satisfaction. 
Panel 3 (no border – takes up the remainder of  the 
page)
The girl has now grown into a young woman – she is 
presenting her research at a public library, and she stands 
in front of  an audience (which includes her family). A slide 
alongside her shows images (montage style) of  archives from 
the war zone, including the woman’s painting – to depict the 
collision and continued relevance of  personal/private and 
public forms of  archive. The slide has the title “Archives as 
Memory”. The images on the slide can be recycled from the 
panels so far so readers can encounter the re-transmission 
of  those images in a new setting. The bear is also present 
alongside the woman with its ‘new’ arm (or can be included 
as an image on the slide). The audience is culturally diverse 
and can show people pointing to something on the slide 
with interest, to make the reception scene lively (audience 
also stands in for the reader). 
Script Notes
A script in raw form can have a lot of  pitfalls and areas that need rounding off to make a solid narrative. 
One of  the best solutions to this issue is to work with someone else to iron out the issues. Two minds are 
better than one at solving issues as shown in the examples below. Being able to visualise certain aspects of  
the comic earlier can help spark off ideas for further points in the story.
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